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Motivation – healthcare systems as a burning platform 

Demographic challenges 

• 2009 

• 70% of public health expenditure goes to chronic 
diseases 

• 2/3 of all above 60 has at least one chronic disease 

• 2040: 100% more elderly 

 

Geographical challenges 

• Larger, fewer hospitals 

• Fewer general practitioners 

 

Leads to a need for telemedical solutions 

• ICT-supported healthcare services where some of the 
people participating in service delivery are not co-
located with the receiver of the service 
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Architectural solutions for growing a platform 

We need to create a platform for designing, developing, 
providing telemedical solutions. How to do this? 

 

Create a product line, manage a set of core assets, produce 
applications from these? 

• Has worked for various organizations 

• Most successful for single-organization, 
technical/embedded systems (cf. Nokia) 

 

Create and control common platform, source components from 
suppliers, reuse existing components? 

• Has been tried over and over again; seldom works 

• A long and somewhat painful history (e.g., EPR in 
Denmark, UK, …; IBM IFW) 

 

Nurture a software ecosystem, allowing suppliers and users to 
create applications in this 
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Software ecosystems 

Working definition 

• “consists of a software platform, a set of internal and 
external developers and a community of domain experts in 
service to a community of users that compose relevant 
solution elements to satisfy their needs” (Bosch, 2009) 

• Cf. also Moore (1993), Messerschmitt & Szyperski (2003) 

 

Many existing keystone examples, 

• Microsoft Windows 

• Apple iOS 

• Google Android 

 

Ecosystems go through birth, expansion, leadership, self-renewal 
(Moore, 1993) 

 

Net4Care aims to be the basis of a software ecosystem within 
(Danish) telemedicine 
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An SMB developer with a strong background in elec-

tronics and hardware-near computing [source] wants

to develop a telemedical application for the home that

supports uploading measured clinical values [stimulus]

using the Net4Care framework [artifact] as part of

preliminary exploration and prototyping [environment] .

The developer downloads, installs, and tests a first

prototype having a full round-trip of clinical measure-

ments (from device to simulated server and back again)

[ response] within four staff hours [ response measure] .

This resulted in a set of architectural requirements for the

Net4Care framework (the technical, extensible, core of the

ecosystem) that can be grouped into three classes:

1) Information resources: It is vital to provide high qual-

ity information to (SMB) developers that want to use

or contribute to the ecosystem. While documentation

on the architecture as well as reference documentation

is important, more emphasis will be put on tutorials

explaining associated source code examples that cover

commonly required functionality. A similar observa-

tion has been made by Zhu et al. [15] that argue

in favour of exemplary reference implementations to

demonstrate specific technology bindings.

2) Modules: A core set of functional units is envisioned

to support transport and encoding of clinical measure-

ments made in the home, teleconferencing, and event

notifications (alarms). Just as important, strong em-

phasis is put on a flexible, staged, testing environment,

explained in more detail below.

3) Processes: Legislation puts severe requirements on

software handling clinical data (security, privacy, re-

liability, etc.) Therefore, a certification process is

necessary for contributed modules to the ecosystem.

While information resources like tutorials will help third

party developers to start experimentation it will not solve

the issue of potential reliance on Net4Care servers and

infrastructure that may be in flux, especially during the

platform’s development phase. External servers that have

moved, are down, or havechanged their behavior or protocol

slightly lead to frustrated developers. Wewill therefore adopt

a staged testing environment. At the unit testing level, all in-

terfaces have an in-memory, single-process, implementation

allowing developers to avoid the distributed programming

paradigm during development of core home application

functionality and user interface. At the next stage, the same

interfaces are implemented as a simple REST-based server

using Jetty with a local SQLite database. At the third stage,

a virtual machine image with obfuscated but otherwise

realistic clinical data in a real XDS implementation provides

semi realistic deployment. Finally, the client application can

(after a certification process) connect to the real Net4Care

backend system.

At present the focus is to support an end-to-end scenario

in which measured values at the patient’s home is uploaded

to a Net4Care server which in turn builds proper HL7

documents and stores them in a XDS repository for viewing

and analysis by clinicians.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Wenow revisit thechallenges for mission-critical software

ecosystems outlined in Section II. First, while dependability

may be ensured for an internal framework and internally

developed components that does not guarantee the de-

pendability of composed applications/systems. In Net4care,

we provide resources for easy development and testing of

telemedicine components based on automated (unit) test. We

are working towards supporting architectural tests, system-

level (dependability) tests in which test are described and

executed on an architectural/component level.

Secondly, in telemedicine, international standards such as

HL7 and XDS are promising for interoperability but large

and hard to operationalize. Also local regulations (such as

the requirement to use a special type of digital signatures

in Denmark) make standard solutions hard to adapt. In

Net4Care, our approach is to provide a simplified Façade

to developers of client-side applications, allow developers

of server-side applications to extend lower layers of stan-

dard implementations. For the future, we furthermore work

towards an organization for telemedicine software that will

certify (and host) telemedicine applications.

Finally, in (tele)medicine, several months of learning and

development are required to create applications. In contrast,

in, e.g., the Android ecosystem, an application can be

create, published, and sold within days. Our ambition with

Net4Care, is to significantly lower the barrier of entry for

developers and our current focus to help in that are learning

resources (in addition to the architectural tactics explained

above) in the form of web resources, templates, examples,

etc. In the future, we also plan to support model-driven

(initial) generation of telemedicine application.
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Mission-critical software systems 

Software systems in which a software failure may mean business failure 
 
Examples 

• Healthcare 
• E.g., telemedical applications 

 
 

• Industrial 
• E.g., process control 

 
 

• Finance 
• E.g., (internet)banking 

 
 
 
Observation 

• Many software systems in this category are built as a product on 
top of a platform using service-oriented principles 

 
How can such platforms be opened up to become an ecosystem? 
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Challenges in mission-critical software ecosystems 

Dependability is a central concern 

• How can dependability of externally developed 
and composed systems be guaranteed? 

• (Net4Care: staged testing environment, 
towards architectural tests) 

 

Regulations, standards, and certification are the norm  

• Specifications such as HL7, IHE XDS, LOINC, 
UCUM, … may have to be followed; 
standardized services may have to be used 

• (Net4Care: learning resources, standard 
facades, towards local certification) 

 

There is a high barrier of entry for developers (and 
organizations) 

• There are many missed opportunities of reuse 

• (Net4Care: learning resources, standard 
facades, service platform) 
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Summary 

A software ecosystem approach to mission-critical applications 
may provide opportunities for open innovation 

 

Telemedicine presents one example of an application domain 
for which a software ecosystem approach may be useful 

• The Net4Care project is working towards this in a 
Danish context 

 

Challenges for mission-critical software ecosystems include 

• Dependability is a central concern 

• Regulations, standards, and certification are the norm  

• There is a high barrier of entry for developers (and 
organizations) 
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